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St. Petersburg is known for being originally built as the 
capital, using regular planning. For Russia it was a new 

experience, which, in particular, manifested itself in the 
emergence of new names of elements of urban 

infrastructure.



The word проспект appears for the first time on the map of St. 
Petersburg. The Historical and Etymological Dictionary of the 
Modern Russian Language by Pavel Chernykh says that this word 
first appeared on the map of the city at the beginning of the XIX
century, but this is not entirely accurate





In the middle of XVIII century, when city plans were often 
accompanied by illustrations, the word проспект was used in the 
meaning of ‘view, perspective’, and wide and long streets were called 
перспективая. For example, in the description of St. Petersburg by 
Andrei Bogdanov (1750-1751) we can see:



На Васильевском острову, Перспективая,
Большая Перспективная называемая, на
которой жилье по обе стороны построено.
На том же Острову Другая Перспективая
Жилая, называемая Малая.



In the same text, as option, is used word
перспектива:
Перспектива в Царское Село.

















The word проспект in the modern sense appears on the
plan of a russian city in the late eighteenth century.





Everyone who is familiar with the toponymy of St. Petersburg 
knows the city’s infrastructure object called линия. Линия 
doesn’t properly mean ‘street’, but only one of its sides. The 
word линия, which has several meanings in modern Russian, 
was borrowed from Dutch (or German) in times of Peter the 
Great, when it was used as geometric and military term.





This word also appears on the map of St. Petersburg in the 
first third of XVIII century. The word линия originally 
denoted any street running along the coast and having only 
one side. It was often used with with the adjective 
набережная: Линия Миллионная Набережная, 
Каменная линия на Лугу, Набережная Линия 
Деревянная на Перербургской стороне по Малой Неве.



У всех полат, где проходит прибылая вода, а
особливо в набережных линиях, где паче
протчих та повреждает, то надлежит вокруг
всех полат обивать глиною. (1737)



On the Vasilyevsky Island, where the construction of 
transverse canals was supposed, the sides of streets existing 
at the site of proposed canals were called линии:



Поперек всего Острову, начиная от
Кадецкаго Дому до взморья, числится всех
двадцать осмь линий, то есть
четырнадцатьулиц. (1750)



In addition, sides of the Gostiny Dvor building were called
линии. These names are still used: Перинная линия, 
Невская линия, Ломоносовская линия, Садовая линия.



Thanks for your attention!


